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CHAPTER 2

Variables and Constants
Traditionally JavaScript has used var to define variables. Moving forward, we
should not use that keyword. Instead, we should choose between using const
and let.
In this chapter, you’ll start by learning why var is a bad idea, why it’s still
there, and why we should avoid it. Then you’ll learn about the strengths,
capabilities, and some limitations of using let. Finally, we’ll explore const and
discuss when to use it instead of let.

Out with var
Prior to ES6, JavaScript required var to define variables. If we forget to define
a variable explicitly before assigning to it, we’ll accidentally define a global
variable. The 'use strict'; directive saves us from that error. In short, all variables
should be defined before their first use. However, var is not the right choice,
as we’ll see here.
var does two things poorly. First, it does not prevent a variable from being

redefined in a scope. Second, it does not have block scope. Let’s explore these
two issues with examples.

Redefining
It’s poor programming practice to redefine a variable in the same scope as that
often leads to errors in code. Here’s an example where a variable max is redefined.
variables/redefine.js
'use strict';
2 var max = 100;
3 console.log(max);

Line 1

4
5
6

var max = 200;
console.log(max);
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On line 5 the variable max, which already exists, is redefined. If the programmer
intended to assign a new value to an existing variable, then there should be no
var declaration on that line. It appears, though, that the programmer intended
to define a new variable, which happens to have the same name as an existing
variable, thus accidentally erasing the previously stored value in that variable.
If a function were several lines long, it’s possible that by accident we may redefine
a variable for a different purpose or intent. Unfortunately, JavaScript doesn’t
give us any hint of the variable being redefined when var is used—tough luck.

No Block Scope
Variables defined using var within functions have function scope. Sometimes
we may want to limit the scope of a variable to a smaller scope than the entire
function. This is especially true for variables that are defined within a branch
or a loop. Let’s look at an example with a loop to illustrate the point.
variables/no-block.js
'use strict';
console.log(message);
console.log('Entering loop');
for(var i = 0; i < 3; i++) {
console.log(message); //visible here, but undefined
var message = 'spill ' + i;
}
console.log('Exiting loop');
console.log(message);

The variable message was defined within the loop—what happens in a loop
should stay in the loop, but vars are not good at keeping secrets (poor encapsulation). The variable spills over the loop and is visible outside the loop—var
hoists the variable to the top of the function. As a result, both message and
the loop index variable i are visible throughout the function.
Not only is the variable, defined using var, visible following the block, it’s also
visible before the block. In other words, regardless of where in the function
a variable is defined, it has the scope of the entire function.
Here’s the output of running the previous code:
undefined
Entering loop
undefined
spill 0
spill 1
Exiting loop
spill 2
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In short, var is a mess; don’t use it.
var is terrible, but programmers have used it extensively for a few decades in

JavaScript. Changing its behavior to fix these issues or removing var entirely
will create compatibility issues between old and new JavaScript engines. This
will turn into a nightmare for developers who deploy code on different
browsers. That’s the reason why var is still lingering around in the language.
Even though the language can’t get rid of it, we can and should. Quit using
var and choose from the new let or const.

In with let
let is the sensible replacement for var. Anywhere we used var correctly before

we can interchange it with let. let removes the issues that plague var and is
less error prone.

No Redefinition
let does not permit a variable in a scope to be redefined. Unlike var, let behaves

a lot like variable definitions in other languages that strictly enforce variable
declarations and scope. If a variable is already defined, then using let to
redefine that variable will result in an error, as in the next example.
variables/no-redefine.js
'use strict';
//BROKEN_CODE
let max = 100;
console.log(max);
let max = 200;
console.log(max);

This example is identical to the one we saw earlier, except that var was replaced
with let. The compiler gives an error that max can’t be redefined, as we see in
the output:
let max = 200;
^
SyntaxError: Identifier 'max' has already been declared

let brings variable declaration semantics in JavaScript on par with what’s

expected in general programming.
What if we define a variable using var and then try to redefine it using let or
vice versa? First, we should avoid such immoral thoughts—no reason to use
var anymore. Second, JavaScript will not permit redefining a variable when
let is used in the original definition or in the redefinition.
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The fact that let does not allow redefinition is mostly good. There is, however,
one place where that may not be to our advantage—in the REPL. As we saw
in Run Using the REPL, on page ?, we can use node also as a quick experimentation tool. Likewise, as we saw in Run in the Browser Console, on page ?,
we may also use the browser console to experiment and try out different code.
When experimenting, we’d want to write and quickly change code to try out
different ideas. In a few languages that have REPL and also prohibit variable
redefinition, the rules of redefinition are favorably relaxed in REPLs for developer convenience. Sadly, node and the console in some of the popular browsers
enforce the rule of prohibiting redefinition, thus making it a bit hard to retype
chunks of code with variable definitions even within the console or REPL.

Block Scope
Variables declared using let have block scope. Their use and visibility is limited
to the block of code enclosed by the {...} in which they’re defined. Furthermore,
unlike var, variables defined using let are available only after their point of
definition. That is, the variables are not hoisted to the top of the function or
the block in which they’re defined.
Let’s convert var to let in the code we saw earlier where we used a variable
defined within a loop from outside the loop.
'use strict';
//console.log(message);

//ERROR if this line is uncommented

console.log('Entering loop');
for(let i = 0; i < 3; i++) {
//console.log(message); //ERROR if this line is uncommented
let message = 'spill ' + i;
}
console.log('Exiting loop');
//console.log(message);

//ERROR if this line is uncommented

This code illustrates the semantic difference between var and let. First, the
variable defined within the block is not visible outside the block. Furthermore,
even within the block, the variable is not visible before the point of definition.
That’s semantically sensible behavior—just the way it should be.
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